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The Chicago Fire were eliminated from the 2019 Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup after falling 2-1 to Saint Louis FC at Harlen 
C. Hunter Stadium on Tuesday night. Forward Nemanja Nikolić scored the team’s lone goal of the night, tallying his 
sixth across all competitions in 2019.

Despite outshooting Saint Louis 20-6, including a 9-3 advantage in shots on target, and winning the possession battle 
(67-33), the two goals conceded by the Fire against the run of play in the first half proved to be the difference in Tues-
day’s match.

Beginning the game on the 
front foot, the Fire created 
numerous chances to take the 
lead early within the first five 
minutes of the match. In the 
first minute of the game, mid-
fielder Dax McCarty received 
the ball on the edge of the 18-
yard box and blasted a volley 
that forced a strong save from 
goalkeeper Tomas Gomez.

Shortly afterward, forward CJ 
Sapong powered his way into 
the box and hit a low effort 
that was parried away by Go-
mez. Nikolić pounced on the 
rebound and hit another effort 
on target that was deflected wide, landing to midfielder Nicolás Gaitán who had his follow-up attempted pushed away 
from the target by a last-ditch challenge.

Following the early offensive output from the Fire, Saint Louis scored the game’s opening goal from a counter attack 
in the 17th minute when forward Austin Martz connected with a cross and nodded his header into the goal from close 
range.

Moments later, the home side doubled its lead from a set piece when midfielder Guy Abend connected with a curling 
free kick in the 18-yard box and headed the ball into the back of the net in the 21st minute.

Approaching halftime, the Fire responded with another chance on the break when Gaitán ventured forward on a 
threatening run and played the ball into the box for Sapong. Latching onto Gaitán’s pass, Sapong hit a first-time effort 
that forced another save from Gomez in the 38th minute.

To open the second half, the Men in Red continued to create chances to score when midfielder Fabian Herbers cut 
inside on his left foot and blasted a curling effort that yielded a solid diving save from Gomez in the 55th minute.

The Fire eventually broke through from a penalty kick less than 20 minutes later after midfielder DjordjeMihailović was 
brought down inside the box. On the ensuing spot kick, Nikolić confidently stepped up and blasted the ball into the top 
right corner of the goal to cut into Saint Louis’ lead in the 73rd minute.

Pushing numbers forward, the Fire produced another chance to find the equalizer later in the match when Sapong’s 
effort from inside the 18-yard box was deflected away from the target by a sliding challenge in the 90th minute.

Looking ahead, the Fire will resume league play on Saturday, June 22 when the team takes on Real Salt Lake at Seat-
Geek Stadium. Set to begin at 7:00 p.m. CT, the match will be broadcast live on ESPN+ and transmitted locally in Span-
ish on Univision Radio WRTO AM 1200.

CREDIT: CHICAGO FIRE SOCCER CLUB

Chicago Fire Soccer Club Falls 2-1 to Saint Louis FC in 
Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup
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Gregg Berhalter has to make the biggest decision of his coaching career. The US men’s national team has had a rough 
(embarrassing) last two games, a 1-0 loss to Jamaica and Sunday's 3-0 loss to Venezuela.
  In some situations, you could call it part 
of the “process” – short-term struggle to-
ward long-term growth. Berhalter is still 
molding the team. He’s getting to know 
the players, and the players are getting to 
know him and what he expects of them.
  
They clearly have ideas – the attacking 
mids moving between the lines, the right 
back stepping into the midfield, the de-
fensive midfielder looking for moments 
to switch the point of attack. They just 
aren’t making the plays.
  And it’s the concept of the process 
that Berhalter is staking his tenure, and 
perhaps reputation, upon. Is it possible 
to successfully conduct a process with a 
national team?
  Let’s start here: I think Gregg Berhalter 
is a very good soccer coach. If you hear 
him talk about the game, or you talk to 
him about the game, or you talk to his 
players, he knows what he’s doing. But he 
does what he does in a specific way. He 
goes heavy on the details. I will die many 
deaths upon the hill that details from a 
coach are almost always better.
 
 Details, however, take time. They take 
time to learn, and they take time to master. You need reps to hone the muscle memory so that you can execute them at 
full speed.
  Jordan Morris vs. Venezuela | USA Today Sports Images
  In a club setting, you have that time. You get a six-week preseason and five days a week to train. There’s a “process” to 
be had.
  
On the international scene, when you only get together a few times a year, only train a couple days before the games 
start, and have players coming in and out of the team… is the process still possible? When do you have time to go over 
the details?
  
You rarely see a complicated tactical style from a national team. The three from recent memory would be Spain, Ger-
many and Chile. Spain and Germany had the majority of their squads from single clubs, and Chile had one of the best 
coaches (Marcelo Bielsa) in the world, who had already worked with a national team (Argentina). I believe in Berhalter, 
but it’s a lot to ask him to be Bielsa.
 
To sum it up: Is Berhalter methodically building toward something special, or is he heading straight at the iceberg?
  Can he continue to pursue a process, or does he have to re-think, re-set and simplify?
  I hope, for the potential of what the successful process could achieve, that it’s the former. But I wonder how long Ber-
halter can hold his nerve on it.

CREDIT:   Bobby Warshaw

Will short-term US results disrupt 
Berhalter's long-term process?
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New striker Brian Fernandez continues to make one heck of a first impression, putting up two goals and an 
assist to lead Could a strong run of form lead to a big-money move for Atlanta United's Ezequiel Barco?

That's potentially the case according to 
Italian outlet Tuttosport, which reported 
on Saturday that Serie A side Napoli are 
targeting the playmaker after his strong 
showing at the U-20 World Cup with 
Argentina. There is a caveat however, 
as they are reportedly only interested in 
bringing him in if they fail to sign Mexican 
star Hirving Lozano. Lozano and Napoli 
have been circling each other for months.

Potential holdups for the deal include the 
large transfer fee Atlanta paid to bring 
Barco to MLS and that his old club, In-
dependiente, still own 30% of his rights. 
This means the transfer fee Napoli would 
have to pay to acquire Barco — and make 
it make sense for Atlanta — would likely 
be more than Newcastle United paid for 
Miguel Almiron.

Barco helped lead Argentina to the 
Round of 16 at the U-20 World Cup, 
scoring two goals in four games as he 
watched his team lose in a penalty-kick 
shootout against Mali. The Five Stripes 
star was subbed out in the 117th minute 
of the match.

After struggling in his first season with Atlanta, Barco has already matched his 2018 total of four goals this 
season in just eight games. After missing seven games while away on international duty, he should be avail-
able for Frank de Boer when ATLUTD face the Charleston Battery in the U.S. Open Cup on Tuesday.

CREDIT:   Benjamin Baer    Media Editor

Italian giants Napoli targeting 
Atlanta United's Ezequiel Barco
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Coming off of a much-needed win against the Montreal Impact, Orlando City is looking to capitalize on a break from 
Major League Soccer play. 
“Really important,” Lions coach James O’Connor said of the break before a training session Friday. “I think that’s some-
thing we wanted to make sure we try to capitalize on. We’ve given the lads a bit of time off so it’s back into training and 
focusing.” The Lions (5-7-3, 18 points) last played on June 1 and don’t take the pitch until the team competes in the 2019 
Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup starting June 12.
  “It was huge,” Kyle Smith said on the timing of the break. “It’s in the middle of the season, our bodies are getting 
fatigued. Psychology as well, it’s important to get away sometimes and get time with your family or friends.” Last time 
out, Orlando City used a big first half on the road in Montreal defeating the Impact 3-0 entering the break on a “positive 
note,” according to Chris Mueller.
  “I think it was really important for the guys to keep our confidence going and trying to just build some momentum as 
we have a couple of weeks off,” Muel-
ler said. “It leaves a positive note in our 
brains as we move forward. It was really 
vital to get those three points so that 
was big.”
  As of Friday, the Lions sit in eighth 
place in the MLS table, one spot away 
from playoff contention. Still, the team 
does not want to get ahead of itself 
while on break, according to Mueller. 
“We’re just looking forward to taking it 
day by day,” Mueller said. “Not let-
ting the good performance let us get 
complacent in any way. We know we 
still have a lot of work to do and a lot of 
areas to improve in.”

Orlando City preps for U.S. Open Cup
To start their U.S. Open Cup campaign 
next week, the Lions travel to face 
Memphis 901 FC, which is part of the United Soccer League. It’s the first time the Memphis USL club will face an MLS 
opponent. Although Memphis plays in USL, O’Connor said the Lions will prepare no differently.
  “For us, it’s making sure that we’re very professional and we approach Memphis like we did Montreal.” O’Connor said. 
“Our preparation, our focus, our process, [it] all stays the same.”
  Smith, who was called up from the USL in December 2018, says Orlando City needs to take Memphis seriously.
  “I would say never take an opponent for granted because even with these lower level teams, they’re quality teams,” 
Smith said. “We need to come out and we need to perform to the best of our ability.”
  The Lions hope to build on their momentum and start a deep Open Cup run before returning to MLS play on June 26 
for a matchup at D.C. United.
  “It’s the quickest way to a trophy,” Mueller said of the U.S. Open Cup. “We’re focused on it and we want to win it.”

Lions support Pride in World Cup
While on break, the Lions will be watching closely as nine members of the Orlando Pride compete in the 2019 FIFA 
Women’s World Cup, which started Friday in Paris.
  “It’s awesome because I’ve been watching them play pretty much every World Cup,” Smith said. “To see them now 
playing with our team as well, it’s awesome for me to see that.”
  O’Connor said from an “organizational standpoint,” it’s “fantastic” for the Orlando club.
  “It’s great for us to have so many players that are representing our brand at such a high level,” O’Connor said. “I think 
it’s great so many players can represent Orlando on a world stage.”

CREDIT:     Jason Beede, Pro Soccer USA

Orlando City eager to make most of 
MLS break after big win
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Fifteen MLS-based players were included in the latest roster for the US Under-23 men's national team, announced on 
Sunday evening as coach Jason Kreis gathers a group of 21 for their third training camp of 2019.

The roster will congregate in Herriman, Utah, the training home of Real Salt Lake, over the next week for what’s been 
dubbed a “domestic camp,” and includes 13 of the players who took part in a “combined summer training camp” along 
with members of the senior USMNT pool in Annapolis, Maryland last week.

RSL lead the way with four players represented, while the Philadelphia Union, Portland Timbers, San Jose Earthquakes 
and Seattle Sounders each send two. Two college players got the call, as did one based in Spain, Mukwelle Akale, and 
New York City FC academy product Gio Reyna, the 17-year-old prospect who’s been heavily linked to a move to Borussia 
Dortmund.

This week’s camp is the latest step in the U-23s’ preparation for the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, with Concacaf’s 
qualifying tournament taking place later this year. The United States men will attempt to end a two-cycle drought in 
Olympic participation which dates back to 2008.

CREDIT:   Charles Boehm    Contributor

Kreis includes 15 MLS players in roster for US U-23



A virtuoso performance by Ilsinho off the bench, in which he scored twice and contributed an assist, helped the Phila-
delphia Union erase a two-goal halftime deficit and defeat the New York Red Bulls 3-2 on Saturday night at Talen Energy 
Stadium. 

Ilsinho entered the game in the 53rd minute for Brenden Aaronson and immediately changed the game. He dribbled 
past Connor Lade on the right flank and played to Jamiro Monteiro, who fired past Luis Robles on the hour mark.

One minute later, the Brazilian leveled, again taking on Lade and Daniel Royer, splitting the pair before putting a shot 
that took a deflection off Sean Nealis.

After Robles made a diving save to deny Monteiro’s penalty kick, the ball fell to Ilsinho, who sent it in to complete his 
brace in the 72nd minute.

The first half was all Red Bulls. A sensational first touch by Kyle Duncan on an overlapping run following a cross by Marc 
Rzatkowski set up Kaku, who ran into the path of the ball and fired low first-time inside the far post to make it 1-0 in the 
29th minute.

Three minutes from halftime, 
Brian White doubled the visitors’ 
advantage with his fourth goal of 
the season. White chased down 
a long ball by Alex Muyl and 
shielded off Jack Elliott before 
chipping over an onrushing Andre 
Blake, who was late coming off 
his line.

Goals
29’ — RBNY — Kaku 
42’ — RBNY — Brian White
60’ — PHI — Jamiro Monteiro 
61’ — PHI — Ilsinho
72’ — PHI — Ilsinho 

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: This sure looked like a statement of intent by the Union that the race in the East perhaps goes 
through them, a gritty come-from-behind win against a Red Bulls team that was rolling in recent weeks. The Red Bulls 
will rue a missed change by White to make it three, but it was alarming how quickly things turned pear-shaped in the 
second half.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: When Ilsinho stood next to fourth official Eric Tattersall to check in for Aaronson in the 53rd 
minute. The game was altered from that point.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Ilsinho, clearly. He had two goals and one assist in a 37-minute shift. 

CREDIT:  Dylan Butler      Contributor
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Philadelphia Union 3, New York Red Bulls 2



A wild day of gaffes, debuts and near records ended with the San Jose Earthquakes and FC Dallas each taking a point at 
Avaya Stadium as they drew 2-2.

The afternoon did not get off to a great start for the Quakes, as goalkeeper Daniel Vega had one of the biggest blunders 
you will ever see in a soccer match. Florian Jungwirth played an easy pass to Vega in the 27th minute, who let the ball 
pass through his legs and over the line to gift wrap a 1-0 lead for Dallas.

The Quakes came out of the locker room with something to prove and Chris Wondolowski again provided the scoring 
punch for his team. The MLS Goal King placed a volley past Jimmy Maurer in the 46th minute to score his eighth goal in 
the past four matches. Magnus Eriksson gave his team the lead shortly after, when he stung a shot that appeared to get 
blocked off the line by Matt Hedges. But after Video Review, it was clear that the ball crossed the line. Eriksson's goal 
broke a streak that saw Wondolowski score eight-straight goals for San Jose, denying the forward a chance to break his 
record of scoring 10 consecutive goals scored by one player for one team.

San Jose looked set to get three 
more points, but Francis At-
uahene had other ideas on his 
MLS debut. The No. 4 pick in 
the 2018 SuperDraft entered the 
match in the 64th minute and 
42 seconds later scored his first 
MLS goal. On his 22nd birthday, 
the forward curled a shot to the 
far corner with the outside of his 
foot from an acute angle. It is 
not the fastest goal by a debu-
tante in MLS history, as Alhaji 
Kamara scored 33 seconds after 
entering his first MLS match for 
D.C. United back in 2016.

Goals
27' — DAL — Daniel Vega (OG)
46' — SJ — Chris Wondolowski 
54' — SJ — Magnus Eriksson
65' — DAL — Francis Atuahene

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: This has to 
feel like two points dropped for 
San Jose and fingers will likely 
be pointed at Vega, who had one 
of the gaffes of the year and whose positioning was less than ideal on Atuahene's equalizer. Dallas will likely be happy to 
come away with a point given all the players they are missing due to injuries and international duty.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Though a lot happened after it, it has to be Vega's mistake. It set the tone for the rest of the 
match.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Eriksson was involved in both Quakes goals and was the most dangerous attacker in the match.

CREDIT:  Benjamin  Baer      Contributor

San Jose Earthquakes 2, FC Dallas 2
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Kei Kamara headed in Jack Price's corner kick in the 29th minute, and the Colorado Rapids continued their dramatic 
turnaround and climbed off the bottom of the Western Conference table with a 1-0 victory over Minnesota United on 
Saturday night at Dick's Sporting Goods Park.

Kamara's eighth goal of the season, and first in five appearances, helped the Rapids stretch their unbeaten run to five 
and move above the idle Portland Timbers in the West. Colorado are now 4-2-1 under interim coach Conor Casey, who 
took the helm after Anthony Hudson was fired following an 0-7-2 start.

Meanwhile, despite pressing numbers forward for the last hour after going behind, Minnesota registered only two ef-
forts on target in their third consecutive loss, two coming via shutout.

The Loons remain winless all-time 
at Dick's Sporting Goods Park  (0-
2-1), but still enter the Gold Cup 
break above the playoff line in 
sixth place in the West.

Goals
29' - COL - Kei Kamara 

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Kamara's goal 
was the 120th of his MLS career, 
making him the fifth player in MLS 
to cross that threshold and moving 
him within 13 goals of D.C. great 
Jaime Moreno for fourth on the all-
time list. He's also now two goals 
from the sixth double-digit season 
of his league career.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: There weren't really many moments of note in this one, but Kamara's goal came off a set 
piece executed to perfection. Look how he simply outmuscles former MLS Defender of the Year Ike Opara. Very few 
forwards in the league can do that.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Kei Kamara. Sometimes it is all about the goal scorer, and in this case Kamara not only scored, 
but offered a threat throughout the 90 minutes. His hold up play nearly contributed to a second goal by Nicolas Mezqui-
da that was eventually disallowed following a Video Review. He even had a key defensive clearance in the 86th minute.

CREDIT:   Ian Quillen      Contributor
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